Abstract-To determine the emission characteristics of diode structures we use multiple images relative to the plane of the anode and cathode. And for triode structures such procedure was made for cathode -grid and grid -anode regions. In order to avoid singularity we move these planes from the boundary of atomic layers for a half-period of the lattice a. The tunnel current density have been calculated for diod and triode structures which are with a good agreement with experiment.
To determine the emission characteristics of diode structures we use multiple images relative to the plane of the anode and cathode. And for triode structures such procedure was made for cathode-grid and grid-anode regions. In order to avoid singularity we move these planes from the boundary of atomic layers for a half-period of the lattice a. If there is a dielectric film on the cathode, you must enter another plane of images [1] . To determine barrier we are not doing a quantum-mechanical consideration, and believe electrons in periodic potential free. In this case, the periodic potential of the wire electrode can be considered as constant, and the electrons as free. It is enough to find the shape of two barriers: cathodegrid and grid-anode. The multiple images give to the value W = e 2 (16πε 0 ) −1 a −1 − 2.77/d for barrier height. The electron energy at each of the electrons is distributed from zero to the Fermi energy E F . But the anode V A and grid V G potentials displace its start of the countdown. When the quadratic approximation of the potential [2, 3] , for diode we have:
works for small d. But the most simple and sufficiently precise formula for all d follows from the image theory, if we keep the only first terms:
Denoting E kz and E kr as kinetic energy of the electrons associated with longitudinal and transverse velocities and Fermi-Dirac distribution f , we write the density of the tunnel current in the form [2, 3] ;
We count the potential in (2) from zero. The total current is the difference between the current cathode-anode and the reverse one from the anode to the cathode. So we have
Here D(E kz ) is the coefficient of tunneling, E − k = E F , E + k = E F + eV A and E + 0 = eV A are the maximal and minimal kinetic energy at cathode. To obtain it, we solve the Schrodinger equation for a complicated potential barrier. It can be quasiperiodic (Fig. 1, left) , if the grid has several periodically located electrodes. This case may lead to resonant tunneling. Such potential U is calculated and presented for three periods. It is counted from zero electron energy at the anode when E F = 5 eV, Va = 8 V. Fig. 1 (right) presents the tunnel current density (A/m 2 ). We used the value E F = 3 eV and the work of electron exit 3.6 V (a = 0.1 nm) for all electrodes. The solid curves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 belong to the diode structure with lengths d equal to 300, 100, 50, 20 and 10 nm, respectively. The curves 6-9 refer to the triode structure with length of 300 nm, two (6, 7, 8) and one (9) electrode at the grid. All grid electrodes (curves 6-8) were under the same potential V G , the size of the electrodes and the distance between them were 20 nm. Each curve 6-9 built with the same relation V G /V A . Even for the diode structure dependence has a more complicated character as Fowler-Nordheim formula, while make the replacement V A /d=E. The presence of the grid and increase the voltage on it to values close to the anode, leads to a sharp increase in Figure 1 . Potential barrier shape (left) and theoretical current density (right) for different diode and triode structures current density, which is explained mainly by the reduction of the width and height of the main barrier. Some calculations were performed with the parameters of the experiment, which demonstrate a good agreement with this work.
